Historical Bond Purchase – Law Firm Procedure

(C)

URGENT: Several European Banks represented by a Law Firm (with approval of American and
Mexican financial authorities) are purchasing gold-backed Mexican 1913, Series ‘C’ Bonds.
The current prices/fees for four types of 1913 Series ‘C’ Bonds are:
1. “Baby Dove” 975 Peso Bonds: 20M Net + 10M Fee split 50/25/25 (50% to Hacienda, 25% to
Banks and 25% to Intermediaries.
2. “White Dove” 97,500 Peso Bonds: 2.5B Net + 1B Fee - split as above.
3. “Double Dove” Bonds: 8B Net + 3B Fee - split as above.
4. “Blue Dove” Bonds: 3T Net + 1T Fee - split as above.
(Founder Bonds, Red Dove Bonds and Super Blue Bonds are also being purchased)

Procedure:
Minimum required for Baby Dove Bonds is ‘fifty’ and ‘one or more’ for the other bonds as stated.
Holder to provide front & back scanned copies of two Bonds of ‘each type’ being submitted plus
a list (in sequence) of the bond serial numbers.
If the Buyer wants to purchase these bonds, they instruct their law firm to issue a ‘Letter of
Intent’ on their letterhead stating the price and commission they will pay for the bonds
submitted. The LOI includes an ‘MFPA’ with Buyer’s law firm as Paymaster.
The Buyer’s law firm sends the LOI/MFPA to the Seller’s law firm (or ‘legally’ authorized
representative). Once received and accepted, the Seller enters their information plus names of
the ‘active’ intermediaries. Seller instructs their law firm to return the signed LOI to be counter
signed by Buyer. The LOI is now the Contract.
The Buyers have representatives in Mexico, U.S.A. and Europe. These representatives will go
to the bond holder’s law firm location once the LOI is signed back.
The bonds must be in a bank or recognized depository with an SKR issued. A law firm’s Trust
Account is acceptable. Payment is made within 24 hours of verification and authentication.
URGENT: Get the scans and numbers in for Buyer’s response and more details re procedure.
NOTE: THIS INFORMATION IS PRIVATE. This transmission may contain information that is privileged, confidential
and / or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. This is an official response to your request and is for private
information purposes only. The information herein does not represent the policy of any bank or financial institution
and is not intended to be, and must not be construed to be, a solicitation of investment funds or a securities offering.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the
information contained herein (including any reliance thereon) is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you received this
transmission in error, please immediately contact the sender and destroy the material in its entirety, whether in
electronic or hard copy format. AS PER GRAMM-LEACH-BILEY ACT 15 USC, SUBCHAPTER I, SEC 6801-6809
DISCLOSURE OF NONPUBLIC PERSONAL INFORMATION.

